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Industry

Singrauli Super
Thermal Power
Station(SSTPS)
Vindhyachal
Thermal Power
Station(VTPS)

Thermal Power NTPC
(electricity)

1977

Thermal Power NTPC
(electricity)

1982

5 x 200 MW + 2 x 500
Uttar
Pradesh MW=2000 MW

With international
assistance of IDA &
KFW

Madhya 1260 MW (6X210 MW) under With international
Pradesh Stage-I , 1000 MW (2X500 MW) assistance of USSRof Stage-II and 1000 MW (2X500 stage I, World bank
MW) under Stage-III. Total=3260 under time slice
and 1000MW of Stage-IV is

loan stage II

under construction.

Rihand Thermal
Power
Station(RTPS)

Thermal Power NTPC
(electricity)

1977

1000 MW (2x500 MW each) in With international
Uttar
assistance of United
Pradesh Stage-I and 1000 MW (2x500
MW each) in Stage-II Total=

Kingdom

2000MW and 1000MW of stageIII is in an advance stage of
construction.

Northern
Coalfields
Limited (NCL)

Coal mining

Coal
India
Limited

1984

Madhya Coal supplies made it possible to Thickest coal seam
of India (Jhingurda
Pradesh produce about 13295 MW of
electricity from pithead power

seam)

plants of NTPC,UPRVUNL and
Renupower division of M/s.
Hindalco Industries

1

Ultra Mega Power Plant at Sasan village

4000 MW

ISN International (An American Company) at Varihawa area of

2000 MW

Chitrangi , 30 km from Singrauli Railway station
ESSAR POWER Ltd. at a village near Waidhan

2000 MW

LANCO Power Ltd. at Anpara

1000 MW

NCL Ltd. Captive

2000 MW

HINDALCO Aluminium Ltd. at Bargawa
Jaypee Group, Majhauli

1000 MW

Jaypee Power Ventures Ltd. at Nigri

1000 MW

Reliance Airport Developers, Singrauli
Indraprastha Coal Mines, Mada
Sainik Mining Corporation, Gidhir
DV Power Plant , Mahua Village
NTPC Ash Dam, Balyari
MP Generation Reliance, Chitrangi

3960 MW

Mahan Coal Field Ltd. Amelia- Budher
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3

Singrauli: Living with coal
One of the rehabilitation colonies named Chilika was established for people who were displaced
by National Thermal Power Corporation (NTPC) power project. These were the same people
who were once displaced when Rihand Dam was built.
Today, they again face the challenge to survive in their rehabilitation colony as the area right
behind the colony, probably a little less than 500 meters away, has been allotted for dumping of
overload from Khagidiya coal mines (allotted to Northern Coalfields Limited). The coal from
these mines goes to feed the NTPC power plant.
The constant traffic of trucks moving with coal on the adjoining road results in coal dust
pollution in the air making it very difficult for people to even breathe. There is constant blasting
in the area resulting in cracks in houses. The height of the overload dump mountain is way
above the acceptable height causing risk to the lives of the locals. The area has noted a huge
increase in bronchial diseases, cancer (mostly in liver and kidney), skin disorders, water
infections etc.
Hiralal, one of the community members says, “There is a critical need for a health study in this
area or else we all will die of diseases. Water from Rihand Dam is supplied to us here even
though the officials themselves say that water is not fit even for taking a bath and is highly toxic
as the waste of most of the power plants in the area mixes in that water.”
NTPC and NCL have budgets allotted to conduct studies on environmental impacts and health
impacts caused by plants and mines. Though some of these studies are conducted these are
never made available to the people for them to know the reality.
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Sasan UMPP: A story of Injustice
Navghad village near the Amroli mines (coal block allotted for mining for the Sasan
Project) is a well irrigated area, through the river systems and has a highly fertile soil.
Agriculture is the main occupation and the area is famous for vegetables and fruits
(amrood, sharifa, mangoes, lemon, jackfruits, etc). It's mostly cash crops that are grown
here. This village is self–sufficient, but is now being served notices for land acquisition
as the area is going to be used for dumping overload for coal mining from Amroli
mines, which is being used by Reliance for the Sasan UMPP.
Though the land acquisition process is far from over, the company has already started
dumping the overload in the village. Ram ji Bhasod, one of the villagers and a strong
leader who has been fighting this injustice says, “When the company started dumping
the overload here, the villagers protested, but in vain. In April 2013, we all collectively
protested the dumping of the overload and told them that they cannot do this as it is
illegal and till the land acquisition process is complete we will not let them touch our
land. Ever since that protest they have stopped dumping.”
His son Suresh was working in the Sasan UMPP as a daily wager. After this protest, his
son died mysteriously in the premises of the company. It was said that he suffered
food poisoning. Ramji Bhasod was informed about the son's death by the doctor at the
hospital where he was admitted by the company people. He went to file an FIR at the
police station where he was informed that they (police) already know about it. A
panchnama statement was given to him and the FIR has still not been registered.
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In 1960, when the Rihand was constructed, Ram
Narayan, secretary of the Gramin Kalyan Sangarsh
Samiti, recalled Jawaharlal Nehru saying that the
Rihand belt would be the Switzerland of India.
Source: Refugees in their own land by Usha Rai
http://tinyurl.com/njxueq8

A chilling case of this trauma is that of the displaced of
Singrauli who are part of the over 2 lakh people first
displaced by the Rihand dam in 1964. “Tens of thousands”
says Smitu Kothari, "who in the absence of any
resettlement programs, settled on the banks of reservoir,
cultivating the land which is exposed when the reservoir
recedes in the summer season. They were subsequently
displaced by Thermal Power plants, Coal mines, Railways,
Industries and urbanisation and now face displacement for
an incomprehensible fifth time in a single generation as
their temporary settlements are to be evicted to make way
for urban, road and rail transport and afforestation
projects."
According to W. Fernandes, “many Rihand dam oustees of
Madhya Pradesh in the early 1960s have been displaced
four times in the last 30 years. The Soliga tribals in
Karnataka displaced by the Kabini dam in the 1970s are
threatened with displacement a second time by the Rajiv
Gandhi National Park. Many fishing families displaced by
the Mangalore Port in the 1960s and resettled as
agriculturists were displaced again by the Konkan Railway
in the 1980s, after they had adapted themselves to farming.
Many more such cases are to be found all over”.
Source: Development Induced Displacement in India by
Parshuram Ray http://tinyurl.com/pwl5ofu
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